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    TOPIC:  HARWARE CONCEPTS 
TYPE A: VERY SHORT ANSWER QUESTION 

1. What is a computer? Name functional components of a digital computer? 

2. What is the function of main memory? What are the measuring units of memory? 

3. What do you mean by terms Hardware, software & firmware? 

4. What are the functions of operating system and language processor? Give examples of each. 

5. What is Assembler, Compiler and Interpreter. 

6. What do you understand by application software? 

7. Write full forms of: 

1. VDU 2. MICR 3. OMR 4. LCD 5. DMP 6. CRT 7. CD-ROM 8. DVD 

8. What is the advantage of non-impact printers over impact printers? 

9. Out of following devices, write whether they are input devices, output devices or storage 
devices. Also write their function. 

1. Light pen 2. Flatbed plotter 3. Joystick 4. OMR 5. Web camera 6. Optical Disk 7. MICR 

10. What are the two types of RAM? Name various types of ROMs. Write their names in full 
forms. 

11. What is communication bus? What are its types? 

12. What is a port? Name some ports types briefly. 

13. Name two ports that allow wireless connection of devices. 
 

TYPE B: SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS 

1. What are characteristics and limitations of Computers? 

2. What is the function of CPU in a computer system? What are its subunits? 

3. Draw a block diagram of the main units of a computer hardware system and explain its 
functionality. 

4. What are the software classifications? Discuss their functioning in brief. 

5. How are computers classified? How are they different from one another? 

6. What do you understand by the term ‘Super Computers’? Give the name of super computers 

installed in India. 

7. What are RAM and ROM? How are they alike? How are they different? 

8. What is MICR? What are the advantages and disadvantages of MICR? 

9. How is Optical Character Recognition (OCR) used for data input? What are the advantages 
and disadvantages of OCR? 

10. What do you mean by Storage Devices? Describe the function of Hard Disk with a diagram. 

11. Write brief notes on each of the following types of printer. Make clear the differences between 
them in terms of speed, cost and method of operation and suggest suitable application. 

o Inkjet printer 

o Dot matrix printer 

o Laser printer 

12. How may he following be used: 

 A track ball  A light pen  A graphic tablet  A touch screen 

13. Briefly explain and differentiate between 

(a) Data & information   (b) Input & Output unit (c) Impact printer & Non-Impact printers 
(d) VDU & LCD (e) Hardware & Software (f) Inkjet & Laser Printer (g) Plotter & Printer (h) Analog 
& digital Computers (i) CPU & ALU (j) OCR & MICR (k) Magnetic Disk & Optical Disk (l) Serial & 
Parallel Port 

14. What is Bus? Explain its type? How they are different to each other? 

15. Why do you think USB ports are popular these days? 

16. What is a memory card? Discuss briefly its types. 
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TOPIC: SOFTWARE CONCEPTS 
TYPE A: VERY SHORT ANSWER QUESTION 

1. What is Program and Software package? 

2. What are two categories of system software? 

3. What is an Operating system? What is its role? Name some commonly used Operating 
systems. 

4. What is application software? What are three categories of application software? 

5. What is an IDE? What are developer tools? 

6. Define the following.  1.Disk Defragmentor  2. Malware 3. Phishing 4. Firewall 5. Digital 
Signature 6. Digital Certificate 7. Cookies 

 

TYPE B: SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS 

1. What is system software? What role does it play in the functioning of the computer? 

2. What is Operating System? Why it is called Resource Manager? Explain its functions. 

3. Differentiate the following 

i. Multiprogramming OS & Multiprocessing OS 

ii. Time sharing OS & real time OS 

iii. Compiler & Interpreter 

iv. Spyware & Adware 

v. Worms and Trojans 

4. Write short notes on the following: 

i. Word processor 

ii. Electronic spreadsheet 

iii. DBMS 

iv. Graphic & Multimedia 

v. DTP software 

5. What is Utility software? Discuss the role of utility software in the context of computer 

performance and tuning. 

6. How is backup utility useful? Is it necessary to take backup of data? 

7. What is a computer virus? How can it affect your computer? 

8. Why are antivirus software considered important 

9. What do you mean by System Security? What are different types of threats to computer 

security? 

10. What are Malware? What types of damages can they cause to your computer? 

11. What is Virus? Explain its types? 

12. What is a Spam? How it is different from virus? 

13. What do you understand by PC intrusion? 

14. What measure would you take to avoid various types of threats? 

15. What is denial-of-service (DoS) and sweeper attacks? 

16.What is firewall? In what form it can be implemented? 

17.  What are the basic components of computer security? 


